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Well, this brings a new meaning to 
reaching for the remote. On a journey 

back through time, Di Webster discovers 
a most modern way to experience 

Australia’s epic, ancient north-west. 
Photography by Morgane Monneret.C R O C O D I L E 

R O C K S

I ’m sitting on the edge of a Zodiac inflatable 
craft on King George River in the northern 
Kimberley region of Western Australia. In 

this silent cathedral of sandstone, 100-metre 
rock walls blackened by thunderous wet-
season waterfalls loom proud and calm, their 
surface today troubled only by a relative 
trickle. Straight ahead, a towering cliff face, 
weathered and deeply crosshatched by time,  
is set alight by the rising sun. Below, saltwater 
crocodiles cruise out of sight. In the mystical 
quiet, life here dances to a slow, familiar rhythm 
refined over two billion years.  

We’ve zoomed up the waterway from our 
131-metre expedition ship, Le Laperouse, which 
sits at the river mouth, its crew charting courses, 
roasting meats, finessing desserts, polishing 
glasses and monitoring tides as 131 passengers 
drink in the wonder of this ancient landscape.

“Watch out!” cries a fellow explorer as 
another Zodiac drifts alongside from out of the 
blue. It’s carrying expedition director Suzana 
Machado D’Oliveira, a member of the ship’s bar 
staff, a cooler and a box of glasses. They’ve 
come 12 kilometres upriver in one of the most 
remote corners of the planet to answer the one 
question none of us had thought to ask at 9.30 in 
the morning: “Mimosa or straight champagne?”

Call me old-fashioned, but the words 
“expedition ship” have always carried, in my 
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mind, visions of brutal icebreakers, men in 
beanies with salt-stiffened beards, lumpy seas, 
spartan cabins, bunk beds, spam and tinned 
peas. “Hmmm,” muses a well-travelled friend as 
I relate the champagne moment. “You’ve never 
been on an Abercrombie & Kent trip, have you?”

I have not and now I’m wondering why not 
(sure, it’s early to be drinking, but having two- 
billion-year-old rocks for company does reshape 
your perception of time). While the two-year-old 
Le Laperouse is owned by France’s Ponant line, 
renowned luxury travel outfit A&K (abercrombie 
kent.com.au) has chartered it for this particular 
voyage – and a repeat later this year – from 
Broome to Darwin. The ship has two restaurants: 
a fine-diner that will match wines with your 
mussels meunière and a more casual alfresco 
grill. There is also a boutique, spa, gym and 
small swimming pool – a true bonus when  
a) it’s very hot; and b) every other inviting  
place for a dip comes with apex predators.

While the crew is Ponant’s, A&K packs its 
crack expedition team, including a geologist, 
ornithologist, marine biologist and, for the 
Kimberley, a cultural lecturer – in this case, 

Broome-based Yawuru man Bart Pigram. Each 
expert mans a Zodiac on sorties to uninhabited 
islands, providing commentary on birdlife, 
rocks, crocs and early Aboriginal art, and some 
also deliver “enrichment” lectures in the ship’s 
theatrette. (You won’t find an Abba tribute show 
on this cruise but you’d be amazed at how 
entertaining The Tropical Marine Ecological 
Fringe: A Transect From the Coast to the Blue 
Water can be in the right hands.)

But back to the river, where, around  
100 metres above, standing in a void often filled 
with raging torrents of water, 30-odd cruise 
passengers are smugly waving to us (okay, it’s 
hard to discern smugness at that distance but 
trust me). They’d boarded Zodiacs in the pre- 
dawn darkness to begin the ascent, clambering 
up and over large rocks and boulders using only 
the odd tree root for leverage. “There were 
some very fit and agile individuals climbing,” 
Melbourne financial adviser David Ross-
Edwards tells me later. “I wasn’t one of them.”

That nearly a quarter of the passengers  
– many on the ship are north of 60 – signed  
up for the climb is less an indication of its ease 

They’ve travelled 12 kilometres upriver to 
answer the one question none of us had 
thought to ask at 9.30 in the morning: 
“Mimosa or straight champagne?”
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than a testament to the you-only-live-once 
mentality that’s palpable around here. During 
daylight hours it’s rare to see passengers of any 
age not carrying or wearing a life jacket on their 
way to or from a Zodiac expedition.

When the intrepid climbers return – “getting 
down the hill is harder,” says Gary, a legally blind 
passenger who was among the first to the top 
– there’s a celebratory drink and a cleverly 
designed Scandi-influenced stateroom to repair 
to for a nap. Even at entry level, each cabin has 
a king bed, balcony, compact bathroom, hanging 
and drawer space, desk and wi-fi (which you 
can use to Google “irony” – that’s when people 
return to the ship with pictures of ancient rock 
art and moan that the wi-fi is down). 

Back in my own cabin, I scroll through my 
photos to relive experiences that seem to get 
eclipsed each time Captain David Marionneau-
Châtel drops anchor. There’s a mesmerising 
video of camels clomping along Cable Beach 
(among other activities, A&K hosts a beachside 
dinner in Broome before sailing day so guests 
can get acquainted). There’s us hurtling through 
the legendary Horizontal Falls, a phenomenon 
David Attenborough called “Australia’s most 
unusual natural wonder”. Cave paintings, some 
dating back thousands of years, tell a story  
of life on long-deserted Jar and Bigge islands. 
(“When you get off the Zodiac, move quickly 
onto the beach,” warned our naturalist guide, 
Russ, as we set off for the latter. “We saw  
a five-metre croc in the water this morning.”) 
Helicopters whip up sand as they collect 
passengers on the beach and send them 
soaring across the spectacular Mitchell Falls.

There are the inevitable pictures of breakfast, 
lunch and dinner, meals astonishingly varied 
and sophisticated (“Would you like the 2016 

Pouilly Fumé with your salmon à la plancha, 
madam?”) for a ship that goes nowhere near  
a town, let alone a supermarket, for eight days.

When I reach my snapshots of Montgomery 
Reef, I’m reminded of something that Amanda 
Ross-Edwards, David’s wife, said over lunch:  
“It’s not the photo that matters, it’s the visual 
experience.” A chronic chronicler of most 
things, I wasn’t entirely sure what she meant. 
Until now. My pictures of Montgomery Reef 
show a slimy-looking wall poking out of the sea 
with birds circling and water cascading down 
small fissures in the rock.

What they don’t show is our Zodiac gently 
circling at 8.30am while expedition leader Brad 
Climpson consults his GPS. You see, twice  
a day, the 400-square-kilometre reef vanishes 
underwater, thanks to the region’s massive 
11-metre tides. So right now, there’s literally 
nothing to head towards but the horizon and 
even that’s blurry in the morning mist. The 
photos don’t show us finally setting off in 
convoy, holding our hats against a breeze that’s 
whipping up a small chop on the open water.

Brad may have the GPS but on our little 
craft we have the ornithologist, Rich Pagen,  
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Twice a day, the 400-square-kilometre reef 
vanishes underwater, thanks to the massive 
11-metre tides. So right now, there’s literally 

nothing to head towards but the horizon.
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a dry-witted New York-born bird nerd. Rich 
spots white reef egrets circling for food and 
that, he declares, means it’s show time. He  
cuts the motor and as waves slap against the 
side of the Zodiac, we watch in silent awe as  
a massive slice of Australia “emerges” from  
the briny. Fish, including a baby shark, flap 
about on the surface before sliding back into 
the water or falling prey to birdlife. A lone  
turtle tucks in its head. The ocean draining  
from the rising wall creates waterfalls as far  
as the eye can see. 

Rich’s radio crackles to life. “Sea snake!  
Sea snake in front of us!” cries naturalist Pete 
Clement from another Zodiac as a two-metre 
sea snake slithers by, oblivious to its coming 
Insta-fame. Amanda is right. This experience, 
every last, mesmerising moment of it, is for  

our memories: hard to describe, harder still  
to capture but impossible to ever forget.

As we cruise into Darwin – a night sky lit 
with fireworks screams A&K but turns out to be 
a happy Territory Day coincidence – Amanda’s 
words neatly sum up the past fortnight, too. 
There’s something about the Kimberley  – its 
red dirt, big skies, bright stars and water as 
lustrous as the pearls it famously nurtures  
– that once seen is imprinted on your soul.  
Was champagne at the already intoxicating 
King George Falls absolutely necessary? 
Probably not. Will it live in my memory with  
the colours of the rocks and water, the cave 
paintings, the heat and the crocodiles and the 
nesting seabirds and the thrill of standing on 
my cabin balcony watching Venus peep over 
the endless horizon? You bet it will. Cheers.  

Steep Island rises 

sharply out of the 

sheltered waters  

of Doubtful Bay


